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About Verisk Innovation Papers

Verisk is a leading source of information about property/casualty insurance risk. 
More than 70 percent of the FORTUNE 100 relies on the company’s advanced 
technologies to manage risks, make better decisions, and improve operating 
efficiency. Verisk employs a committed team of data scientists, actuaries, and 
insurance industry experts to research and develop a wide range of solutions. 
These solutions can help insurers improve underwriting intelligence, enhance 
rating precision, accelerate their digital transformation, and create a cross-industry 
ecosystem that enhances customer experiences. 

Verisk (Nasdaq:VRSK), a member of the S&P 500®, has gained wide recognition 
for its insurance acumen and award-winning InsurTech platforms, including 
People’s Choice Innovation Vendor of the Year,1 the North American Insurance 
Innovation Award,2 and consecutive rankings among the World’s Most Innovative 
Companies by Forbes magazine.3 Through our analyses, we share the latest 
research, trends, insights, and product developments. 
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1. Leverage scalable
technologies

Digital transformation delivers 
constant opportunities to  
pursue profitable growth

2. Harness the power
of data and analytics
Innovative sources of insight  
create fully rounded datasets  

that lead to confident decisions

3. Change the  
economic equation

The InsurTech revolution  
measures value by the return  

on investment (ROI) in  
great customer experiences.

4. Work with a strong      
innovation partner

Focused know-how helps support 
enlightened economics across  

the policy life cycle

An Innovation-Driven Formula
for Profitable Growth

Moving into 2021, personal auto insurers provided more than  
$11.5 billion in policyholder dividends, rebates, and refunds—on  
top of significant rate reductions—as impacts of lockdowns,  
unemployment, and remote work altered driving patterns.4 
Meanwhile, commercial auto insurers were coming off nine  
straight years of combined ratios above 1005 and faced added 
disruption from the growing on-demand economy, which was 
shifting the market even before the watershed events of 2020.6

How can auto insurance leaders adapt to fast-evolving trends  
tied to the pandemic and accelerate competitiveness amid  
ongoing uncertainty?

This paper explores strategies for moving innovation forward in auto underwriting.
Let’s begin with speed and CX...

A digital insurance ecosystem with these four catalysts allows 
insurers to speed up the process, enabling high-impact results  
and high-efficiency operations.

Speed 
+ 

Accuracy 
+ 

Scale 
+ 

Customer Experience (CX)

Apply an innovation-driven formula  
for profitable growth
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Strategy 1: Transform Customer Experiences
for What Comes Next

Elevated digital expectations for speed are becoming the norm. Auto  
underwriting is ripe for innovation that enables improved end-to-end  
customer experiences and uses enlightened economics to measure ROI.

A tumultuous 2020 pressure-tested the efficiency of commercial and personal auto 
insurance digitization strategies. With less opportunity for human-to-human interaction, 
e-commerce channels experienced unprecedented spikes,7 and three-quarters of 
people using digital channels for the first time said they wouldn’t go back when things 
returned to “normal.”8

In our research, we see modern 
insurance buyers increasingly  
influenced by fast, on-demand  
experiences from e-commerce  
giants and digital innovators. 
Insurers must adapt to meet  
these expectations.9

Martin Ellingsworth 
Senior Analyst, Celent

“
Modern insurance buyers’ expectations are likely to continue along this trendline.  
A Verisk survey found 89 percent of personal lines insurers are accelerating digital 
transformation plans.10 And accuracy, speed of quote, and ease of submitting an  
application ranked as the three most important elements in a recent ISO survey of 
independent agents for commercial auto lines.11
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Use comprehensive  
analytics to design journeys  

and experiences

Fraud detection and  
data scoring

Summarized actionable  
indicators

Full product responses

More than 500 data elements*

Unlock Straight-Through Processing and
Automated Underwriting

Digital transformation and a data-forward strategy deliver critical insights 
earlier in the quote workflow. This leads to faster decisions, more online auto 
quotes, and improved CX and conversion rates—all based on minimal inputs.

Intelligent underwriting platforms enable auto insurers to increase throughput while using 
increasingly complex business and product-configuration rules to improve underwriting 
decisions. Sophisticated automation capabilities rely on advanced analytics for 
high-confidence decisions.

The results go beyond a faster quoting experience. Automation can also process vast 
amounts of multisource data, reducing dependence on lengthy application questionnaires.

Verisk’s LightSpeed platforms help unlock automated underwriting  
capabilities with a cost-per-acquisition model that justifies the investment.

Automate Underwriting to Meet Evolving Customer Needs

LightSpeed® = Straight-Through Processing + Superior Customer Experience

Modernize for  
cost efficiencies and  
profitable outcomes

Incorporate confident prefill

Simplify applicant experience

Reduce processing time

Optimize conversion rate

Improve cost per acquisition

Maintain control and  
integrity

Minimal Input

*Across commercial and personal auto lines of business
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LightSpeed for personal auto provides flexible and configurable  
solutions to enable one-rate acquisition and quoting.12

The digitization of quotes sought by today’s consumers requires:
• Minimal inputs—phone number or name, address, and birthdate
• Real-time screening for underwriting fraud
• A data-forward strategy to help minimize second rate calls
• 400+ traditional and advanced underwriting attributes
• Support for cross-selling and upselling opportunities

LightSpeed for commercial auto is revolutionary and brings speed, 
efficiency, and ease of use forward in the quote workflow. This  
enables insurers to offer their agents seamless ease of use while  
not compromising on delivery of important rating information.

Prefill critical data points and uncover exposure in the race to zero:
• Year of establishment, staff size, and NAICS and SIC codes
• Commercial credit score 
• Complete vehicle information
• Radius and garaging location verification
• Detailed loss runs
• Complete motor vehicle reports (MVRs)
• Innovative driver history solutions 

What’s the next ingredient in our innovation-driven formula?
Our second innovation strategy focuses on the all-important accuracy component…

LightSpeed platforms are backed by Verisk’s deep and wide-ranging data resources 
and can help fuel your straight-through underwriting process.

Spotlight on  
Commercial   

Auto

Spotlight on  
Personal Auto
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Strategy 2: Extract Maximum Value 
from Insurance-Ready Data

Deep, high-quality data powers decisions that can help auto insurers compete 
more effectively. Innovation strategies around accuracy are crucial, but innovation 
can also extend to maximizing the value of underwriting data.

Insurers are the original “big data” consumers, always pursuing more granular views of 
risk. However, competition and growing digital information sources demand that auto 
underwriters also focus on cost efficiency.

Broad proxies have given way to more granular risk intelligence that 
enhances lift, segmentation, and pricing accuracy. The next evolution 
is usage-based insurance (UBI), which is coming into sharper 
focus from insurers, policyholders, and regulators.13

Verisk features an industry-leading storehouse of billions of data points spanning  
the policy life cycle. With vast, interconnected, and innovative sources, insurers  
can multitask data to support smart-growth initiatives.

Insurers that have or are evaluating UBI programs can benefit from driving behavior 
telemetry and mileage data from consenting drivers of connected cars contributing to 
the Verisk Data ExchangeTM:
• Source from multiple leading automakers via a single application program interface (API)
• Pinpoint normalized, personalized driving risk and mileage
•  Enhance the customer experience with behavior-based discounts at point of sale
•  Use in tandem with LightSpeed for a seamless quoting and underwriting process14

Spotlight on  
Behavior-Based   
Auto Insurance
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Build on Underwriting Intelligence

Top auto underwriters gain competitive advantages by understanding their  
true exposure, tapping innovative and robust contributory and proprietary  
information, predictive analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning.

Speed alone won’t get the job done. The key is connecting critical underwriting data and 
risk points for every vehicle you insure—accurately.

Verisk’s Auto Underwriting Intelligence: A Complete Decision-Support Suite

Verisk’s innovative auto solutions help insurers achieve profitable growth and maintain 
the health of their book of business across the policy life cycle.

Telemetry &  
driving behavior

Multisourced  
mileage

Safety, symbols,  
use & VINs

Garaging  
& radius

Business,  
household 
composition  
& risk

Credit-based  
insurance scores

Coverage &  
advisory loss costs

Undisclosed drivers  
& vehicles

Claim  
details  
& loss  

history

Fraud &  
premium  
leakage

Violations history  
& monitoring
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Cut Costs Without Sacrificing Clarity

Cost-efficient risk indicators are an innovative solution to help contain  
underwriting expenses. They can be used in front of an insurer’s full-report 
ordering workflow as part of an ecosystem of smart expense management.

For commercial and personal auto insurers, Verisk has pioneered risk indicators as unique 
solutions to trim the millions of dollars insurers spend on unnecessary underwriting 
reports. What if you could move data forward in your quote flow and focus underwriting 
spend on drivers you know have recent adverse activity on their records?

Target your report ordering to spend pennies on the dollar:
• Get a yes-no indicator of claims activity with A-PLUS Claims Activity Profiler
• Receive a similar indicator of recent violations with MVR Index of Activity indicator
•  Obtain a time-specific indicator of lapses with Coverage Verifier Proof of Prior Insurance

Verisk customers have saved up to 40 percent on underwriting expenses.  
Read more of our many success stories with case studies of four top insurers.

Optimize Underwriting Expenses with Verisk Risk Indicators

Move data forward   ➤   Identify “dirty” drivers   ➤   Drive ROI

~40%
of auto policies have  

no past claims15

Yes or No? Risk Indicators help eliminate unnecessary report expenses

~75%
of motorists have a 

clean driving record16

~70%
of auto policies have  
no coverage lapses17

Next up: Let’s take a look at scalable technologies...
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Expanding the use of scalable technologies can lead to more seamless  
workflows and make critical customer and policy data more accessible to 
enhance products and improve processes.

Modernizing core insurance systems has been a decades-long pursuit for the industry. 
These capital- and resource-intensive initiatives often require migrating legacy platforms 
and merging complex, multi-stakeholder silos of data and knowledge.

Efforts to streamline auto insurance underwriting have been made easier with data translators, 
accelerators, and single-point-of-contact APIs. Simplifying processes for contributing, 
ingesting, and managing first- and third-party data, these platforms can help minimize 
the expense and time poured into data preparation.

Verisk has hundreds of pre-built integrations with more than 30 policy  
administration systems. Our partnerships and accelerators, including Duck Creek, 
Guidewire, and Majesco, are designed for easy and seamless workflows.

Strategy 3: Harness the Potential of
Scalable Technologies

50% to80%
of insurance data scientists’ time 
is spent on data preparation18
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Leverage Technology for Business Resiliency

The events of 2020 vividly illustrated how quickly changing business conditions 
can expose weaknesses in failover capacities and infrastructures. A solid 
strategy to keep business moving is required to respond to the unexpected.

The use of cloud-based platforms is growing rapidly because of the need to serve 
insureds at their convenience and in real time. By distributing workloads among multiple 
or distributed data centers and combining multisource data, these technologies provide 
protection against single points of failure.

Resiliency requires creating strategies and systems to identify, prevent, and recover from 
potential threats. Insurers that embrace the role of digital platforms will be better positioned 
to respond nimbly to uncertainty.

Ready to move beyond the limits of finite IT resources?
Let’s explore how a digital insurance ecosystem  

can provide both an economic and a competitive edge... 

Verisk’s virtual  
private cloud  

enables…

…business  
resiliency and  

delivers…

…distinct advantages 
for connectivity, scale, 
security, and uptime
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Accelerate Competitiveness with a Digital
Insurance Ecosystem 

Verisk can contribute on all of these fronts to support profitable growth:
• The skill of deep domain expertise from a leader in serving the property/casualty industry
• The scale of technologies, unparalleled data, and a deep, multidisciplinary team
• The scope of solutions that span the insurance value chain

The stakes around ecosystems are high: Among 18 industries Accenture analyzed, 
insurance is the most susceptible to future disruption,22 and slow-responding companies 
could lose market share as early as 2022.23 The leaders will be “living businesses” that 
adjust and innovate quickly and at scale.24 

Ernst & Young (EY) defines ecosystems as networks of companies that  
collaborate to produce a higher level of business value than any one company 
could on its own.19 How can auto insurers make the most of this approach?

In a 2020 article, EY stressed the importance of working together with InsurTechs as 
important players to accelerate digitization through innovative workforce and sourcing 
strategies—all while staying true to an insurer’s core strengths.20

Accenture went further in its paper Insurers: Go All-In on Ecosystems, finding insurance 
leaders prone to overestimating what they can do in this area.

The right partners—and partnership 
savvy—allow an insurer to success-
fully collaborate outside of its core 
business and achieve economies  
of skill, scale, and scope.21

Accenture, Insurers: Go All-In on Ecosystems“
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Invest in Innovation, Expertise, and Efficiency 

Speed up positive reactions with four critical business catalysts:
1.  The right data and analytics partner. Get ahead with exclusive underwriting insight.
2. The right focus. Meet today’s digital expectations with a data-forward strategy.
3.  A smart economic model. Buy only the data you need to price precisely and sell more.
4. An ecosystem to back your promises. Maximize value and ensure resiliency.

Create a competitive advantage by plugging your business into vast, interconnected, and 
innovative sources that magnify the predictive power of an industry-leading storehouse. 
Multitask data and leverage enterprise licensing to get even more value from deep solutions 
across the policy life cycle.

Verisk joins unmatched data assets with 50 years of industry knowledge to deliver 
powerful insights that help insurers transform and achieve profitable growth. Our innovation- 
driven formula—speed + accuracy + scale + a great customer experience—can help you 
customize your goals—and nimbly adapt, automate, and advance your market position.

Ready to accelerate your competitiveness? Verisk’s digital insurance ecosystem can help.

Visit www.verisk.com/AutoInnovation or contact your Verisk account executive to schedule  
an Innovation Strategy Session.

Verisk’s Digital Auto Insurance Ecosystem
World-class underwriting solutions that accelerate competitiveness

Innovation

Digital transformation 
• Straight-through processing 
•  End-to-end solutions across  

the policy life cycle

Touchless connections 
• Telematics/connected car 
• Digital inspection/collaboration 
• Shopping behavior signals

Data management 
• Seamless integration/translators 
•  Streamlined data-forward  

workflow solutions to lift CX

Expertise

Insurance and actuarial 
expertise 
• Predictive power & loss costs 
• Multi-factor, granular rating 
• Strategic consulting

Fraud and premium leakage 
• Rate integrity across life cycle 
• Change detection 
• Policyholder outreach 

Customization 
•  Solutions to fit your business 

needs

Efficiency

Underwriting intelligence 
• Industry-leading data 
• Decision-support suite 
• Informed prefill 
• Integrated solutions

Expense optimization 
• Risk indicators 
• ROI drivers 
• Pricing flexibility 

Cross-industry ecosystem 
• Automated compliance
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